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Introduction Conclusions 

Experiment 1: Counting Objects

Experiment 2: Object Reference (indefinite)

Experiment 3: Object Reference (definite)

Questions
Do adults ever allow partial objects to be included in a count?
Do adults display sensitivity to the type of split and the role of 
context (indicated through a statement expressing speaker’s 
intention/goals and an RC)?

Participants
117, distributed among 4 between-subject conditions

Materials & Procedure
Four between-subject conditions: 
+/- Context/goal and Clean/Natural object split
Images always included contrast among object kinds.

Experiment was administered via Superlab in the lab. 
Participants were asked to follow the instructions on the 
screen and input a number based on their count, using the 
response pad. 

Proposal and Prediction
When presented with a display like those in Figure 1 and 
asked how many of the kind there are, children (unlike adults) 
often treat each spatiotemporally-delimited entity as a unit for 
counting.

Figure 1 

This pattern suggests a disconnect in how children and adults 
treat count nouns and their corresponding sortals, and 
therefore a conceptual shift and developmental discontinuity. 
(But see Srinivisan et al. 2013.)

We propose that inclusion of partial objects in a count arises not from an 
underdeveloped representation of count nouns or sortals, but from the 
vagueness and contextual influence inherent to the meaning of count nouns 
and category membership, as illustrated below.  (See Kamp & Partee 1995, 
Rothstein 2010.)
We predict that children’s responses should be malleable, and adults 
should exhibit the same pattern under certain circumstances, and further,  
that both age groups should display sensitivity to contextual information.

1.	h%p://www.archaeology.org/issues/125-1403/trenches/1796-florida-chassahowitzka-river-springs-arEfacts	
2.	h%ps://www.nps.gov/archeology/afori/whisar_matc.htm	

•  Adults allow partial objects to be included in a count and 
serve as referents for count nouns in the absence of 
contextual support.  What matters is that the object have 
some	degree	of	relevant	objecthood.	

•  Children are aware that partial objects do not always 
serve as proxies for whole objects, although they are less 
sensitive to the role of context.

•  The results support a treatment of count nouns as 
inherently vague and context-sensitive. Standards 
for ‘objecthood’ and object kind reference can be raised or 
lowered (Lewis 1979),  and the domain of quantification 
expanded or narrowed, based on the context.  

•  There is no developmental discontinuity in the 
treatment of count nouns and sortals.  

•  Adults by default more easily recruit contextual 
information and real world knowledge to restrict noun 
denotation. 

 Shipley & Sheperson 1990    Wagner & Carey, 2003 Melgoza	et	al.	2008;	Brooks	et	al.	2011	

Questions
Will children allow a partial object to serve as a referent, 
or will it be perceived as degraded? 
Will children display sensitivity to the role of context (qua 
speaker’s goals) by limiting permissibility of partial object?

Participants
44 preschoolers (23 boys; 3;3 – 6;9, older and younger 
group split at 4;6); 34 undergraduates

Materials & Procedure 
A) A character asked an animal helper for an object.
B) The helper was always happy to oblige. It went to a 
designated location to retrieve the object. Children were 
asked to recall what the helper was supposed to retrieve.  
The helper then returned with an object (a. whole, correct 
kind; b. partial, correct kind; c. whole, incorrect kind).
Participants were asked to judge the helper’s actions using 
a ternary scale (Goro & Akiba 2004).

Questions
Do adult participants have a minimum degree for category membership 
(low standard), or a more stringent maximum degree (high standard)?

The animal got exactly 
what was asked for 

The animal “kind of” got 
what was asked for

The animal did not get 
what was asked for

With Context/Goal NO Context/Goal

A

B

Children do not indiscriminately allow a partial object to serve 
as a referent, as seen in the proportion of ribbons (not trophies) 
awarded. Older children are sensitive to the role of the context/
goal.  Adults and younger children showed no difference; for 
adults, the partial object is a degraded referent no matter what.	
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Results for partial object trials

Rejection rates for NPs patterned with Minimum standard 
GAs: some degree of the relevant property allows an object 
to serve as a referent. When participants were divided into 
accepters/rejecters based on responses to P-nonP and P-P+ 
trials, we found RTs for rejecting the request in the P-nonP 
trials took longer. Thus, raising the standard proves costly.	

NP Max GA (full) Min GA (stained)

Property 
– non-Property

(e.g., ball, full, stained)

Property – 
Property

Property – 
Property+ (max)

With Context/Goal
Clean split

NO Context/Goal
Natural split

Sample Control items

No context
Natural

No context
Clean

Context
Natural

Context
Clean

Proportion Counts of only WHOLE objects 

Proportion FUSING Partial objects
Clean split only 

Even adults allow for partial objects to be included in the count, just as 
children have been observed to do.  But they only do this when there is 
no context/goal provided. The way in which partial objects figure into the 
count (and the resulting cardinality) depends on the type of object ‘split’. 	

Find the X (one)!

Context No context

*<20% rejection 
with 

Rel GA controls

“Spanish Majolica plate, 1600s” “This chamber pot from Fort McHenry 
exemplifies a container used by people 
living at the Fort”

Participants
31 undergraduates (1 of 3 exp’ts reported)

Materials 
Pairs of images. See Table to right.
Comparison to Max and Min GAs
(Relative GAs controls in separate experiment
displayed distinct pattern with low rejection rate.) 

Procedure
Experiment was administered online. 
Presupposition Assessment Task 
(Syrett, Kennedy, Lidz 2010)


